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Abstract.
This paper develops a conceptual framework for text ﬁltering practice and research, and reviews
present practice in the ﬁeld. Text ﬁltering is an information seeking process in which documents
are selected from a dynamic text stream to satisfy a relatively stable and speciﬁc information need.
A model of the information seeking process is introduced and specialized to deﬁne text ﬁltering.
The historical development of text ﬁltering is then reviewed and case studies of recent work are
used to highlight important design characteristics of modern text ﬁltering systems. User modeling
techniquesdrawnfrominformationretrieval,recommendersystems,machinelearningandotherﬁelds
are described. The paper concludes with observations on the present state of the art and implications
for future research on text ﬁltering.
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1. Introduction
With the growth of the Internet and other networked information, research in
automatic mediation of access to networked information has exploded in recent
years. This paper reviews existing work on text ﬁltering, a type of “information
seeking.” We use “information seeking” as an overarching term to describe any
processes by which users seek to obtain information from automated information
systems (Marchionini, 1995). In the “information ﬁltering” process the user is
assumed to be seeking information which addresses a speciﬁc long-term interest.
In this paper we introduce the information ﬁltering problem in some detail and
describe the speciﬁc techniques used for “text ﬁltering,” the case in which the
information sought is in text form.
Information ﬁltering systems are typically designed to sort through large vol-
umes of dynamically generated information and present the user with sources of
information that are likely to satisfy his or her information requirement. By “infor-
mation sources” we mean entities which contain information in a form that can be
interpretedbyauser.Wecommonlyrefertoinformationsourceswhichcontaintext
as “documents,” but in other contexts these sources may be audio, still or moving
images, or even people. The information ﬁltering system may either provide these
entities directly (which is practical when the entities are easily replicated), or it
may provide the user with references to the entities.
This description of information ﬁltering leads immediately to three subtasks:
collecting the information sources, detecting useful information sources, and dis-
playingtheusefulinformationsources.Figure1depictsthissubdivision,onewhich
is applicable to a wide variety of information seeking processes. The same three
tasks are also fundamental to a process commonly referred to as “information
retrieval” in which the system is presented with a query by the user and expected
to produce information sources which the user ﬁnds useful. “Text retrieval,” the
specialization of information retrieval to retrieve text, has an extensive research
heritage. As Belkin and Croft have observed, this makes the text ﬁltering process
an attractive application for techniques that were originally developed to support
the text retrieval process (Belkin and Croft, 1992). In recognition of that common-
ality, we use the term “detection” when we wish to refer generally to techniques
which could be used for either ﬁltering or retrieval.
Collection Display Detection
Figure 1. Information seeking task diagram.
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1.1. THE PROCESS PERSPECTIVE
The distinction between process and system is fundamental to understanding the
differencebetweeninformationﬁlteringandinformationretrieval.By“process”we
mean an activity conducted by humans, perhaps with the assistance of a machine.
Whenwerefertoatypeof“system”wemeananautomatedsystem(i.e.,amachine)
that is designed to support humans who are engaged in that process. So an infor-
mation ﬁltering system is a system that is intended by its designers to support an
information ﬁltering process.Muchof the confusionthat arisesonthis issuecanbe
traced back to the creative application of techniques that were designed originally
to support one type of information seeking process (e.g., information retrieval) to
support a different type of information seekingprocess(e.g.,information ﬁltering).
Any information seeking process begins with the users’ goals. The distinguish-
ing features of the information ﬁltering process are that the users’ information
needs (or “interests”) are relatively speciﬁc (a point we shall come back to when
wedeﬁneexploration),andthatthoseinterestschangerelativelyslowlywithrespect
to the rate at which information sources become available. Although the informa-
tion retrieval process is also restricted to speciﬁc information needs, historically
information retrieval research has sought to develop systems which use relatively
stable information sourcesto respond to sequencesof (possibly) unrelated queries.
Soa traditional information retrievalsystemcanbeusedto perform aninformation
ﬁltering process by repeatedly accumulating newly arrived documents for a short
period,issuinganunchangingqueryagainstthosedocuments,andthenﬂushingthe
unselected documents. But the information ﬁltering process is distinguished from
the information retrieval process by the nature of the user’s goal. Figure 2 depicts
this distinction graphically. While the grand challenge for information detection
systems is to match rapidly changing information with highly variable interests,
information retrieval and information ﬁltering both explore important areas of this
problem space for which a number of practical applications exist.
Itisusefultohighlightthedistinctionbetweeninformationﬁlteringandinforma-
tion retrieval becausesystemsdesignedto support the information ﬁltering process
canexploit evidenceabout relatively stable interests to developsophisticatedmod-
els of the users’ information needs. Thus, information ﬁltering can be viewed as
an application of user modeling techniques to facilitate information detection in
dynamic environments.
1.2. COLLECTION AND DISPLAY
Thispaperdescribesthedesignofsystemstosupportthetextﬁlteringprocess,with
particular emphasis on the text detection component. Because such an emphasis
might leavethe reader with the mistaken impression that collection anddisplay are
lesser challenges, we pause brieﬂy to describe the relationship between detection
and the other two components depicted in ﬁgure 1. The paper by Winiwarter,
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Figure 2. Information detection processes.
et al. in this issue provides an excellent example of how all three components can
be integrated into an effective and usable system (Winiwarter et al., 1997).
Dynamic information can be collected actively (e.g., with autonomous agents
over the World Wide Web), collected passively (e.g., from a newswire feed),
or through some combination of the two. Early descriptions of the information
ﬁltering problemimplicitly assumedpassivecollection(Housman,1969;Denning,
1982).As the amount of electronically accessibleinformation has exploded,active
collection has become increasingly important (c.f. (Wyle, 1995; Pizzani et al.,
1996)). Activecollection techniquescanbeneﬁtfrom a closecouplingbetweenthe
collection and detection modules becausethey exploit models of both the user and
the networked information resources to perform information seeking actions in a
network on behalf of the user. In a fully integrated information ﬁltering system,
some aspects of user model design are likely to be common to the two modules.
That commonality would provide a basis for sharing information about user needs
across the inter-module interface. But because an active collection module must
choose whether to obtain information before that information is known, the user
model for the detection module which seeks to choose the information to retain
will likely differ from the collection module’s user model in important ways. For
example, the source of the information is one of a small number of useful facts to
consider when building the user model for the collection module, but that is only
one of many factors which could be considered when building the user model for
the detection component. In the succeeding sections we will generally limit the
discussion to systems which use passive collection techniques, both because this
choice allows us to concentrate on the detection component and because there has
been little reported on how the two components can be integrated.
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Such a clean division is not as easy to construct for the interface between the
detection and the display components, however. The goal of an information ﬁlter-
ing system is to enhance the user’s ability to identify useful information sources.
While this can be accomplishedby automatically choosingwhich sourcesof infor-
mation to display, experience has shown that user satisfaction can be enhanced in
interactive applications by using techniques which exploit the strengths of both
humans and machines. A personalized electronic conference system that lists sub-
missions in order of decreasing likelihood of user interest is one example of such
anapproach.Theautomaticsystemcanusecomputationallyefﬁcienttechniquesto
place documents which are likely to be interesting near the top of the list, and then
users can rapidly apply sophisticated heuristics (such as word sense interpretation
and source authority evaluation) to select those documents most likely to meet
their information need(c.f. (Winiwarter et al., 1997)). If the system has produced
a good rank ordering, the density of useful documents should be greatest near the
top of the list. As the user proceeds down the list, selecting interesting documents
to review, he or she should thus observe that the number of useful documents is
decreasing. By allowing the human to adaptively choose to terminate their infor-
mation seeking activity based in part on the observeddensity of useful documents,
human and machine synergistically achieve better performance than either could
achieve alone.
In other words, in interactive applications an imperfectly ranked list (referred
to as “ranked output”) can be superior to an imperfectly selected set of documents
(called “exact match” detection) becausehumans are able to adaptivelychoose the
set size based on the same heuristics that they use to choose which documents to
read. The choice of a ranked output display design imposes requirements on the
detection module, however.Becausethe display module must rank the documents,
the detection module must provide some basis (e.g., a numeric “status value”)
from which the ranking can be constructed. Human-computer interaction is a rich
research area in its own right, but our discussion of the issue will be limited to
those aspects of display design that impose requirements on the detection module.
1.3. OTHER INFORMATION SEEKING PROCESSES
We have already mentioned information ﬁltering and retrieval, but there are other
informationseekingprocessesforwhichthedecompositioninFigure1isappropri-
ate.TableIlistssomeexamplesofinformationseekingprocesses.Onefamiliartype
of information seeking is the process of retrieving information from a database. A
distinguishingfeatureofthedatabaseaccessprocessisthattheoutputwill beinfor-
mation, while in information ﬁltering (or retrieval), the output is a set of entities
(e.g., documents) which contain the information that is sought (Blair, 1990). For
example, searching book titles in an online library catalog (a type of database) to
ﬁnd the author of a speciﬁc book would be a databaseaccessprocess. On the other
hand, occasionally using the same library catalog to discover whether any new
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books on a certain topic have been added to the collection by searching for key-
words in the title ﬁeld would be an information ﬁltering process. As this example
shows, databasesystems can be used to support an information ﬁltering processes,
and we will present examples of such an approach in section 3.
Table I. Examples of information seeking processes.
Process Information Need Information Sources
Information Filtering Stable & Speciﬁc Dynamic & Unstructured
Alerting Stable & Speciﬁc Dynamic & Structured
Data Mining Stable & Speciﬁc Stable
Information Retrieval Dynamic & Speciﬁc Stable & Unstructured
Database Access Dynamic & Speciﬁc Stable & Structured
Exploration Broad Varied
An interesting variation on the database access processes is what is sometimes
referred to as “alerting.” For an alerting process the information need is assumed
to be relatively stable with respect to the rate at which the information itself is
changing.Theclassicexampleisanalarmwhichinformstheoperatorofacomplex
machine whenever a parameter exceeds prespeciﬁed limits. Alerting is thus the
database analogue of information ﬁltering, since the only difference between the
two is that in an information ﬁltering process it is the information sources (e.g.,
documents) rather than the information itself which are arriving rapidly. Alerting
systems are useful for information ﬁltering because an activity such as monitoring
an electronic mailbox and informing the user whenever mail from a speciﬁc user
arrives is easily cast as an alerting process.
Another closely related research area is what is becoming known as “data
mining,”thesearchforusefulinformationinlargecollectionsofdata.Textretrieval
systems seek to organize collections of documents in ways that facilitate retrieval,
so in a sense text retrieval systems all exploit simple data mining techniques.
Text ﬁltering systems also share some common techniques with data mining. In
section 4.2 we describe how annotations assigned by early readers of individual
documentscanbeusedas a basisfor predicting the interest of later readersin those
documents. The same techniques have been applied by Hill, et al. to relatively
static collections with some success (Hill et al., 1994).
Finally, “exploration” is a somewhat less well structured information seeking
process for which the decomposition shown in ﬁgure 1 may be appropriate. Since
users might choose to explore either static or dynamic information sources, explo-
ration has aspects similar to both information ﬁltering and information retrieval.
“Surﬁng the World Wide Web” is an example of exploring relatively static infor-
mation, while reading an online newspaper would be an example of exploring
relativelydynamicinformation. Whencomparingexplorationto information ﬁlter-
ing and retrieval, the important distinguishing feature of the exploration process is
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that the users’ interests are assumed to be broader than for an information ﬁltering
or retrieval processes (Marchionini, 1996). Precisely what is meant by “broader”
is difﬁcult to deﬁne, however, and the distinction is often simply a matter of judg-
ment. In order to sharpen the distinction for the purpose of this paper, we propose
an operational deﬁnition of exploration. When an interest is so broad that it cannot
be represented effectively in an information ﬁltering (or retrieval) system, we will
refer to the information seekingprocessasexploration.In other words, wepropose
that developers of information ﬁltering systems seek to characterize the broadest
interests for which their information ﬁltering systems are useful, and then refer to
the limitations they discover in that way as the dividing line between the ﬁltering
and exploration processes for users of their system.
1.4. TERMINOLOGY
In a ﬁeld as diverse as information ﬁltering it is inevitable that a rich and some-
times conﬂicting set of terminology would emerge. Sometimes this is simply the
result of differing perspectives, other times new terminology is needed to convey
subtly different meanings. For example, “information retrieval” is sometimes used
expansively to include information ﬁltering. But it is also commonly used in the
more restricted sense that we have deﬁned. Information ﬁltering is alternative-
ly referred to as “routing” (with a heritage in message processing) as “Selective
Dissemination of Information” or “SDI” (with a heritage in library science), as
“current awareness,” and as “recommendation.” “Recommendation” has recently
been proposed as a general term to describe both ﬁltering and retrieval processes
that exploit the opinions of other users (Resnick and Varian, 1997). Sometimes
routing is used to indicate that every document goes to some (and perhaps exactly
one) user. Information ﬁltering is sometimes associated with passive collection
of information, and it is sometimes meant to imply that an all-or-nothing (i.e.,
unranked) detection is required. SDI is sometimes used to imply that the proﬁles
which describethe information needare constructedmanually. The useof “current
awareness”issometimesmeanttoimplydetectionofnewinformationbasedsolely
on the title of a journal, magazine, or other serial publication. Most of these inter-
pretationshavesomehistorical basis,but it is not uncommonto ﬁnd the terms used
to describe systems which lack the distinguishing characteristics of their historical
antecedents. We shall avoid this problem by referring to all of these variations as
“information ﬁltering.”
The term “ﬁltering” is also sometimes used differently, even in closely related
ﬁelds.Forexample,in machinelearning,thefeatureselectionstepthat wedescribe
in section 4.4 is sometimes referred to as “information ﬁltering.” Perhaps the
greatest potential for confusion results from the use of “ﬁltering” to describe
techniques for customizing the user’s view of a large quantity of relatively stable
information. Such usage can be found in the literature on social ﬁltering and on
adaptive hypertext. The potential for confusion in these cases is particularly acute
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becausesuchapplicationsoften rely on text detectiontechniquesthat are similar to
thoseusedto support the text ﬁltering process.But it is the processperspectivethat
makes it possibleto sort out what sense of “ﬁltering” is intended. In this surveywe
use the term “ﬁltering” only to describe the process identiﬁed in section 1.1 and
systems which are intended to support that process.
Taylor deﬁned four types of information need (visceral, conscious, formalized,
and compromised) that reﬂect the process of moving from the actual (but perhaps
unrecognized) need for information to an expression of the need which could be
represented in an information system (Taylor, 1962). In common use, however,
application of the terminology is rarely so precise. The visceral information need
is often referred to as an “interest” or simply as an “information need.” But it is
occasionally referred to as a topic, a term that is sometimes also used to describe
the formalized (i.e., the humanexpressionof) the information need.“Query” is the
traditionalterm for Taylor’sconceptof acompromisedinformation needthat could
be submitted to an information retrieval system, but in some experimental work
it is the visceral information need that is referred to as the “query.” In this paper,
we use “interest” and “information need” interchangeably to refer to the visceral
information need, and reserve the use of the terms “topic” and “query” for their
more speciﬁc meanings.
In an information ﬁltering system, the system’s representation of the informa-
tion need (i.e., the compromised information need) is commonly referred to as
a “proﬁle.” Because the proﬁle ﬁlls the same role as what is commonly called a
“query”ininformationretrievalanddatabasesystems,sometimestheterm“query”
is used instead of “proﬁle” in an information ﬁltering context as well. Sometimes
a collection of proﬁles is referred to as a “user model.” In our view that usage
is somewhat imprecise because we prefer to think of the user model as including
both the representation of the user’s interests and some means for interpreting that
representation to make predictions. We shall avoid confusion on this subject by
using only the term “proﬁle” when referring to the compromised information need
in the context of information ﬁltering. Table II summarizes the terminology that
we have adopted for this survey.
Table II. Information ﬁltering terminology.
Preferred Term Other Commonly Used Terms
Filtering Routing, SDI, Current awareness, Recommendation
Information need, Interest Visceral information need
Topic Formalized information need
Proﬁle Compromised information need (ﬁltering)
Query Compromised information need (retrieval)
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2. Historical Development
Luhnintroducedtheideaofa“BusinessIntelligenceSystem”in1958(Luhn,1958).
In Luhn’s concept, library workers would create proﬁles for individual users, and
then those proﬁles would be used in an exact-match text detection system to
producelists ofnewdocumentsfor eachuser.Orders for speciﬁcdocumentswould
berecordedandusedtoautomaticallyupdatetherequester’sproﬁle.Foreshadowing
later concernsaboutprivacy,Luhnalsoobservedthatasetof proﬁlescouldbeused
to identify which users had expertise in speciﬁc areas.
Luhn’s early work identiﬁes every aspect of a modern information ﬁltering
system,althoughthemicroﬁlm andprinter technologyof thedayresultedinsignif-
icantly different implementation details. In describing the function of the detection
module as “selective dissemination of new information” Luhn coined the term
which described this ﬁeld for nearly a quarter century.
A decade later, widespread interest in Selective Dissemination of Information
(SDI) resulted in creation of the Special Interest Group on SDI (SIG-SDI) of the
AmericanSociety for Information Science.Houseman’s1969surveyfor that orga-
nization identiﬁed 60 operational systems, nine of which served over 1,000 users
each (Housman, 1969). These systems generally followed Luhn’s model, although
only four of the 60 implemented any type of automatic proﬁle updating, with the
rest about evenlysplit betweenmanual maintenanceof the proﬁles by professional
supportstaff or by the usersthemselves.Twofactors had led organizationsto make
this investment in SDI: the availability of timely information in electronic form,
and the affordability of sufﬁcient computing capability to match those documents
withuserproﬁles.Thesearethesamefactorsmotivatingthefurtherdevelopmentof
informationﬁlteringtoday,althoughdistributionofscientiﬁcabstractsonmagnetic
tape (the dominant source of external information at the time) has been replaced
by nearly instantaneous communications across large networks of interconnected
computers.
Denning coined the term “information ﬁltering” in an ACM President’s Letter
that appeared in the Communications of the ACM in March of 1982 (Denning,
1982). Introducing the new ACM Transactions on Ofﬁce Information Systems,
Denning’s objective was to broaden a discussion which had traditionally focused
on generation of information to include the reception of information as well. He
describedaneedtoﬁlterinformationarrivingbyelectronicmailinordertoseparate
urgentmessagesfromroutineones,andtorestrictthedisplayofroutinemessagesin
a way that matches the personal mental bandwidth of the user. Among the possible
approaches he identiﬁed was a “content ﬁlter.” Five of the remaining six ideas
(hierarchical organization of mailboxes, separate private mailboxes, special forms
of delivery, threshold reception, and quality certiﬁcation) all would have required
thecooperationof the sender,andthusmust properlybe studiedfrom a perspective
more global than the receiver’s scope of action represented by the information
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seeking model in ﬁgure 1. We shall have more to say on such perspectives in
section 4.5.
Over the subsequent decade, occasional papers on information ﬁltering appli-
cations appeared in the literature. While electronic mail was the original domain
about which Denning had written, subsequent papers have addressed newswire
articles, Internet “News” articles,
  and broader network resources (Pollock, 1988;
Wyle and Frei, 1989; Foltz, 1990; Jacobs and Rau, 1990). The most inﬂuential
paperof this period was publishedin the Communicationsof the ACM by Malone,
et al. in 1987 (Malone et al., 1987). There they introduced three paradigms for
information detection, “cognitive,” “economic,” and “social,” based on their work
with a system they called the “Information Lens.” Their deﬁnition of cognitive ﬁl-
tering,theapproachactuallyimplementedbytheInformationLens,isequivalentto
the“contentﬁlter”deﬁnedearlierbyDenning,andthisapproachis nowcommonly
referred to as “content-based”ﬁltering. Theyalso describedaneconomicapproach
to information ﬁltering, a generalization of Denning’s “threshold reception” idea,
that also had implications beyond the scope of the information seeking task mod-
el depicted in ﬁgure 1. We describe the economic issues related to information
ﬁltering brieﬂy in section 4.5.3.
ThemostimportantcontributionofMalone,et al. wastointroduceanalternative
approach which they called social (and which is now also called “collaborative”)
ﬁltering. In social ﬁltering, the representation of a document is based on annota-
tions to that document made by prior readers of the document. They speculated
that by exchanging this sort of information, communities of shared interest could
be automatically identiﬁed. The principal difference between social ﬁltering and
Denning’s more limited concept of “quality certiﬁcation” is that annotations can
be combined more ﬂexibly in social ﬁltering. If it proves to be practical, social
ﬁltering could provide a basis for detection of information items, even if their
content can not be represented in a way that is useful for detection. The balance
between content-based and social ﬁltering is an important unresolved issue, and
we will have much more to say on the relative merits of the two approaches in the
sections that follow.
Large-scalegovernment-sponsoredresearchon information ﬁltering alsobegan
in this period. In 1989 the United States Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency(DARPA) sponsoredthe ﬁrst of anongoingseriesof MessageUnderstand-
ing Conferences (MUC) (Lehnert and Sundheim, 1991; Hirschman, 1991). One
principal thrust of MUC has been use of information extraction techniques to sup-
port the detection of messages. In 1990, DARPA launched the TIPSTER project
to fund research on this topic (Harman, 1992). TIPSTER also addeda second task,
the application of statistical techniques to preselect messages which could then be
subjectedto more sophisticatednatural languageprocessing.In 1992The National
￿ Internet “News” (more properly USENET News) is not a news source in the traditional sense,
but rather a form of distributed electronic conferencing system in which submissions (referred to as
articles) are propagated to central repositories at participating institutions.
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Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) capitalized on the TIPSTER test
collection by co-sponsoring (with DARPA) an annual Text REtrieval Conference
(TREC) focused speciﬁcally on text ﬁltering and retrieval (Harman, 1993).
So for the ﬁrst decade after Denning identiﬁed networked information as an
important application for ﬁltering technology, information ﬁltering was either
addressed episodically or included as part of a broader research effort. But in
November of 1991, Bellcore and the ACM Special Interest Group on Ofﬁce Infor-
mation Systems (SIGOIS) jointly sponsored a workshop on “High Performance
Information Filtering” that brought together a substantial number of researchersto
establish a basis for the explosive growth the ﬁeld has experienced in the past ﬁve
years. Forty contributors examined the area from a wide variety of perspectives,
including user modeling, information detection, application domains, hardware
and software architectures, privacy, and case studies. A year later, in December
of 1992, nine papers that resulted from that workshop appeared in a special issue
of the Communications of the ACM (Baclace, 1992; Belkin and Croft, 1992;
Bowen et al., 1992; Foltz and Dumais, 1992; Goldberg et al., 1992; Loeb, 1992;
Ram, 1992; Stadnyk and Kass, 1992; Stevens, 1992a).
3. Case Studies
The recent surge of interest in information ﬁltering has actually contributed to the
ﬂood of information, since there is now more being published in the ﬁeld than any
singleindividualcouldhopetoread.Inpartthisresultsfromthecoincidentadoption
of the World Wide Web as a rapid means for the dissemination of academic work.
Presently there are literally hundreds of documents about information ﬁltering
accessible through that medium.
  In this section we describe the two dominant
research paradigms, content-based and social ﬁltering, and examine issues related
to each. We have selected systems to discuss which highlight approaches that
operateonbehalfofthereceiver(rather thanthesender)andwhichilluminate what
we feel are the most important issues to guide system implementation decisions
and further research.
3.1. CONTENT-BASED FILTERING
With aresearchheritageextendingbackto Luhn’soriginalwork,thecontent-based
ﬁlteringparadigmisthebetterdevelopedofthetwo.Incontent-basedﬁltering,each
user is assumed to operate independently. As a result, document representations
in content-based ﬁltering systems can exploit only information that can be derived
from document contents. Yan implemented a simple content-based text ﬁltering
systemfor Internet News articles in a systemcalled SIFT (Yan and Garcia-Molina,
1995). Proﬁles for SIFT were constructed manually by specifying words to prefer
￿ Network-accessible resources on information ﬁltering that are known to the author are collected
at http://www.clis.umd.edu/dlrg/ﬁlter
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or avoid, and had to be be updated manually if the user desired to change them.
For each proﬁle, twenty articles were made available each day in a ranked output
format. Articles could be selected interactively using a World Wide Web browser.
For users lacking interactive access, clippings (the ﬁrst few lines of each article)
could instead be sent by electronic mail. In that case detection was done without
user interaction, so users were offered the option of deﬁning a proﬁle for an exact
match text detection technique.
SIFT offered two facilities to assist users with proﬁle construction. Users were
initially offered an opportunity to apply candidate proﬁles against the present
day’s articles to determine whether appropriate sets of articles are accepted and
rejected. If a substantial amount of information on that interest was present in
Stanford’s Internet News server that day, iterative reﬁnement allowed the user to
construct a proﬁle which would move the appropriate articles to the top of the
list. To facilitate maintenance of proﬁles over time, words which contributed to
the position of each article in the ranked list were highlighted (a technique known
as “Keyword in Context” or “KWIC”) when using a World Wide Web browser
to access the articles. By examining the context of words which occurred with
meanings that were unforeseen at the time the proﬁle was constructed, users could
select additional words which appeared in the same context to add to the list of
words to be avoided.
Yan developed SIFT to study efﬁcient algorithms for information ﬁltering.
In SIFT, large collections of proﬁles were compared to every article arriving on
InternetNewsbyacentralserver.Efﬁciencieswereobtainedbygroupingproﬁlesin
waysthat permit parts of the ﬁltering processto be performedon groupsof proﬁles
rather than individually. SIFT made no distinction among the words appearing in
an article, so words appearing in the article title, the body of the article, included
text, or the “signature” information that is routinely added to every document by
some users were all equally likely to result in a high rank for a document.
Somecommercialtextﬁlteringsystemsalsorelyonthemanualproﬁleconstruc-
tiontechnique.The“FastDataFinder,”aproductofParacel,Inc.,usesthousandsof
custom processing units that are optimized for operations such as term weighting,
proximity constraints, and exact and fuzzy matching (Mettler, 1993).
  Each pro-
cessing unit is programmed for a single task, and separate pipelines of processing
units are formed for each proﬁle. Simultaneous searching with multiple proﬁles
is supported, so multilingual proﬁles can be implemented as a set of monolingual
proﬁles, one for each language. Automated tools are provided to assist users with
proﬁle translation, so the effort expendedto construct a proﬁle in the ﬁrst language
can be leveraged to quickly produce proﬁles which will recognize the same con-
cepts in other languages. But like SIFT, no provisions are made to automatically
update Fast Data Finder proﬁles in response to the user’s behavior.
￿ Additional information on the Fast Data Finder is available from Paracel Inc., 80 South Lake
Avenue, Suite 650, Pasadena, CA 91101-2616.
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Stevens developed a system called InfoScope which used automatic proﬁle
learning to minimize the complexity of exploiting information about the context
in which words were used (Stevens, 1992b). Like the electronic mail version
of SIFT, InfoScope was also designed to ﬁlter Internet News using exact-match
rules. InfoScope, however, implemented adaptive ﬁltering, suggesting rules based
on observations of user behavior and offering them for approval (possibly with
modiﬁcations) by the user. These suggestions were based on simple observable
actions such as the time spent reading a newsgroup or whether an individual
message was saved for future reference. By avoiding the requirement for explicit
user feedback about individual articles, InfoScope was designed to minimize the
cognitive load of managing the information ﬁltering system.
While SIFT treated Internet News as a monolithic collection of articles, Info-
Scope was able to make ﬁne-grained distinctions between newsgroups, subjects,
and even individual authors. Implementation of such extensive deconstruction led
Stevensto introduce a facility to reconstruct levelsof abstraction in ways that were
meaningful to the user. InfoScope implemented this abstraction at the newsgroup
level, suggesting to combine related sets of newsgroups that were regularly exam-
ined by the user to form a single “virtual newsgroup.”By deﬁningﬁlters for virtual
newsgroups with possibly overlapping sources, users were thus provided with a
powerful facility to reorganize the information space in accordance with their per-
sonal cognitive model of the interesting parts of the discussions they wished to
observe.
InfoScope was not without its limitations, however. The experimental system
Stevens developed was able to process only information in the header of each
article (e.g., subject, author, or newsgroup), a restriction imposed to accommodate
the limited personal computer processing power available in 1991. In addition,
Stevens’ goal of exploring the potential for synergy between user and machine
for proﬁle management led him to choose a rule-based exact match text detection
technique. Since users are sometimes able to verbalize the selection rules they
apply, Stevens reasoned that users would have less difﬁculty visualizing the effect
of changing rules than the effect of changing the types of proﬁles commonly
found in ranked output systems. InfoScope’s key contributions, machine-assisted
proﬁle learning, the addition of user-controlled levels of abstraction, and implicit
feedback, make it an excellent example of a complete content-based information
ﬁltering system intended for interactive use.
Becauseoftheirlowcost,theavailabilityofalargevolumeofmessages,andthe
ease of recognizing new information, Internet News and electronic mail have been
popular domains for information ﬁltering research. Unfortunately, these domains
are poorly suited to formal experiments because reproducible results are difﬁcult
to obtain. For this reason, very little is known about the effectiveness of either
SIFT or InfoScope. Stevens reported that eight of ten experienced Internet News
readers preferred InfoScope to their prior software in an initial study, and that all
ﬁve users in the second evaluation reported that fewer uninteresting articles were
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presented and more interesting articles were read in a second half of a 10 week
evaluation than in the ﬁrst. Because SIFT was developed to study efﬁciency rather
than effectivenessissues, even less information is available about its effectiveness.
Yan does report, however,that in early 1995 SIFT routinely processedover 13,000
proﬁlesandwasaddingapproximately1,400proﬁleseachmonth(YanandGarcia-
Molina, 1995). Even though one user could create several proﬁles, this level of
user acceptance provides some evidence for the utility of even the simple manual
proﬁle construction approach used by SIFT.
Learning more about the effectiveness of a text ﬁltering technique requires that
the technique be evaluatedunder controlled experimental conditions. And because
the performance of text ﬁltering techniques may vary markedly when different
information needsanddocumentcollectionsare used,comparisonof resultsacross
systems is facilitated when those factors are held constant. The TREC routing
evaluation has provided an unprecedented venue for that type of performance
evaluation. Conducted annually since 1992, the most recent routing evaluation (at
TREC-5) attracted participation from 14 research groups (Harman, 1997).
NIST provides each participant with ﬁfty topics and a large set (typically hun-
dreds)oftrainingdocumentsandrelevanceassessmentsforeachtopic.Participants
traintheirtextﬁlteringsystems,usingthisdataasif itrepresentedexplicitfeedback
on the utility of each training document to a user, and then must register their pro-
ﬁles with NIST before receiving the evaluation documents. The proﬁles are then
used by the text ﬁltering systems which generated them to rank order a previously
unseen set of evaluation documents, and the top several thousand documents are
submitted to NIST for evaluation.
In order to achieve reproducible results, it is necessary to make some very
strong assumptionsabout the nature of the information ﬁltering task. In TREC it is
assumed that human judgments about whether an information need is satisﬁed by
a document are binary valued (i.e., a document is relevant to an information need
or it is not) and constant (i.e., it does not matter who makes that judgment or when
they make it). Relevance, the fundamental concept on which this methodology is
based, actually fails to satisfy both of those assumptions. Human relevance judg-
ments exhibit signiﬁcant variability across evaluators, and for the same evaluator
across time. Furthermore, evaluators sometimes ﬁnd it difﬁcult to render a binary
relevance judgment on a speciﬁc combination of a document and an information
need. Nevertheless, performance measures based on a common set of relevance
judgments do provide a principled basis for comparing the relative performance of
different content-based text ﬁltering techniques.
The TREC “routing” evaluation is based on effectiveness measures that are
commonly used for text retrieval systems. The effectiveness of exact match text
retrieval systems is typically characterizedby three statistics: “precision,”“recall,”
and “fallout.” Precision is the fraction of the detected (and thus hopefully relevant)
documents which are actually relevant to the user’s information need, while recall
is the fraction of the actual set of relevant documentsthat are correctly classiﬁedas
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relevantby the text ﬁltering system.When usedtogether, precisionand recall mea-
sure detection effectiveness.Neither precision nor recall calculations incorporate a
factor that depends on the total size of the collection, so fallout (the fraction of the
non-relevant documents that are classiﬁed by the system as potentially relevant) is
used to measure rejection effectiveness. Table III illustrates these relationships.
Table III. Measures of text detection effectiveness.
Actually is
Detected as Relevant Not Relevant
Relevant Found False Alarm
Not Relevant Missed Correctly Rejected
Precision =
Found
Found + False Alarm
Recall =
Found
Found + Miss
Fallout =
False Alarm
False Alarm+Correctly Rejected
InTREC,almostallofthetextﬁlteringsystemsproducerankedoutput.Accord-
ingly, precision and fallout at several values of recall are reported, and “average
precision” (the area under the precision-recall curve) is reported for use when a
single measure of effectivenessis needed (Salton and McGill, 1983). Average pre-
cision is computed by choosing successively larger sets of documents from the
top of the ranked list that result in increasingly greater recall. Precision is then
computed for each set, an interpolation technique is used to estimate the precision
between the observed recall points, and the area under the interpolated curve is
reportedastheaverageprecisionforanindividualinformationneed.Theprocessis
repeated for several information needs, and the mean of the values obtained in this
manner is reported as the average precision for the system on that test collection.
Sincebothprecisionandrecallvarybetweenzeroandone,larger valuesof average
precision are better and the ideal value would be one.
Precision is relatively inexpensive to evaluate near the top of a ranked list
becauseonly a relatively small number of documents must be “scored” as relevant
ornotrelevant.Butitwouldbeimpossibletoexhaustivelyevaluaterecallandfallout
because every document in the collection would have to be scored for relevance
because the size of the document collection is not ﬁxed. The obvious solution is
to estimate recall and fallout by scoring a sample of the document collection. The
sampling approach chosen for TREC, known as a “pooled relevance” assessment
methodology,istoevaluateonlythedocumentsfromaﬁxedsizesetthatarechosen
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by at least participating system. For purposes of evaluation, documents which are
notselectedby anysystemaretreatedasif it wereknownthat theyarenot relevant.
Since documents are chosen using a wide variety of techniques, it is felt that the
pooled relevance assessment methodology produces a fairly tight upper bound on
recall and an extremely tight lower bound on fallout. And because the collections
used are fairly large (typically around 500,000 pages of text), the TREC routing
evaluationsprovidea useful degreeof insight into the performanceof participating
text ﬁltering techniques in high-volume applications.
AlthoughTRECinvestigatesonlytheperformanceofthedetectionmodule,and
that evaluationis necessarilybasedon a somewhatartiﬁcial setof assumptions,the
resulting data provides a useful basis for choosing between alternative detection
techniques.IntheTREC-5routingevaluation,forexample,23textﬁlteringsystems
were evaluated and average precision was observed to vary between 0.25 and
0.03 (Harman, 1997).
3.2. SOCIAL FILTERING
The Tapestry text ﬁltering system, developed by Nichols, et al. at the Xerox Palo
Alto Research Center (PARC), was the ﬁrst to include social ﬁltering (Goldberg
et al., 1992; Terry, 1993). Designed to ﬁlter personal electronic mail, messages
received from mailing lists, Internet News articles, and newswire stories, Tapestry
allowed users to manually construct proﬁles based both on document content and
on annotations made regarding those documentsby other users. Those annotations
wereexplicitbinaryjudgments(“like it”or “hateit”) thatcouldoptionallybemade
by each user on any message they read.
LikeInfoScope,Tapestryproﬁlesconsistedofrulesthatspeciﬁedtheconditions
under which a document should be selected as potentially relevant. One important
difference was that Tapestry allowed users to associate a score with each rule.
Tapestrythengeneratedrankedoutputbycomparingthescoresassignedbymultiple
rules. Tapestry implemented this sophisticated processing efﬁciently by dividing
the ﬁltering process into two stages using a client-server model. In the ﬁrst stage,
a central server with access to all of the documents applied a set of simple rules,
similar to those used by SIFT, to determine whether each document might be
of interest to each user. The more sophisticated rules in each proﬁle were then
executed in each users’ workstation (the client) to develop the ranked list.
Experience with several small scale trials of social ﬁltering suggests that a
critical mass of users with overlapping interests is needed for social ﬁltering to
be effective. Tapestry was restricted to a single site because both the content and
the software were subject to proprietary restrictions, so only limited anecdotal
evidence of the social ﬁltering aspects of Tapestry’s performance are available.
From this experienceandothers (c.f., (Brewer andJohnson,1994;Hill et al., 1994;
Sheth, 1994)) it appears that social ﬁltering systems must assemble a fairly large
criticalmassofusersbeforeitwouldbepossibletodemonstratetheireffectiveness.
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The ongoing GroupLens project of Konstan, et al. at the University of Minnesota
is presently the most ambitious attempt to reach such a critical mass using an
information ﬁltering system that is designed to manage a dynamic information
source (Konstan et al., 1997).
GroupLens is designed to ﬁlter Internet News, a freely redistributable text
source. Like Tapestry, GroupLens is built on a client-server model. GroupLens
uses two types of servers, content servers (which are simply standard Internet
News servers) and rating servers (which have been developed for the project).
The design permits both the content and rating servers to be replicated so that
each server can efﬁciently service a limited user population. Modiﬁed versions of
some popular (and freely redistributable) Internet News client software are made
available in order to encourage the development of a large user population, and
implementers of other client software are permitted to incorporate the GroupLens
protocol in their products.
 
GroupLens annotations are explicit judgments on a ﬁve-valued integer scale.
Unlike Tapestry, however, the annotations need not be assigned an a priori inter-
pretation. Users may register annotations with their rating server using whatever
semanticsfor the ﬁve valuesthey wish. The rating serverscollect annotationsfrom
their user population, use correlation information to predict their user evaluations
of unseen articles, and provide those predictions to client programs on request.
The initial GroupLens trial was conducted in 1996 using a limited number of
newsgroups and a single rating server, and more comprehensive evaluations are
planned.
One limitation of the existing experimental work on social ﬁltering is user
motivation. In GroupLens, users annotate documents in order to improve the per-
formance of their ﬁlter’s ability to learn from other clients who have annotated the
same documents. This creates a bit of a “chicken and the egg” problem, though,
since there is no incentive for the ﬁrst user to annotate anything. If content-based
and social ﬁltering are integrated in the same system, however, then a syner-
gy between the two techniques can develop (Balabanovi´ c and Shoham, 1997).
Tapestry demonstrated one way in which the two approaches can be combined
when manually constructed proﬁles are used. The URN system, developed by
Brewer at the University of Hawaii, illustrated a more automatic method by which
such synergy can be achieved.
URN was an Internet News ﬁltering system in which users could provide two
types of information to support proﬁle learning (Brewer and Johnson, 1994). As
in other experimental content-based text ﬁltering systems, users could provide
explicit binary judgments aboutthe utility of the document.Thosejudgmentswere
then used as a basis for a typical content-based ranked output system. But what
made URN unique was that users could also collaboratively improve the system’s
initial representation of the document by adding or deleting words which they felt
￿ The GroupLens protocol and GroupLens client software can be obtained from http:
//www.cs.umn.edu/Research/GroupLens
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represented(or,fordeletions,misrepresented)thecontentofthedocument.InURN
those changes were propagated to all other users, allowing the user community to
collaboratively deﬁne the structure of the information space. Since user-speciﬁed
words were given preference by URN when developing representations for new
documents, users had an incentive to improve the set of words which described
existing documents.
In URN each user maintained a separate content-based user model, while the
shared annotation server effectively maintained a single collaboratively-developed
model of the document space. This approach lacks the sophistication of the sep-
arate user models based on shared annotations found in GroupLens, but URN’s
integration of content-based and social ﬁltering techniques illustrates one way in
which these two paradigms can be combined.
4. Constructing the User Model
“User modeling” is a broad discipline that is generally concerned with how infor-
mation about users can be acquired by automated systems and with how that
information can be used to improve the system performance.
  Many types of user
models are possible; for information ﬁltering what Rich has called “individual
user, long-term user models” are needed (Rich, 1979). In this section we identify
the genesis of the techniques that have been synthesized to produce effective and
efﬁcient text ﬁltering systems.Thesetechniquesare drawn from the ﬁeldsof infor-
mation retrieval, recommender systems, and machine learning, and a number of
related ﬁelds. Our presentation considers each ﬁeld in turn.
4.1. TECHNIQUES FROM INFORMATION RETRIEVAL
As Belkin and Croft observed, content-based text detection techniques have been
extensively evaluated in the context of information retrieval (Belkin and Croft,
1992). Every approach to text detection has four basic components:
￿ Some technique for representing the documents
￿ Some technique for representing the information need
￿ Some way of comparing the information need representations with the docu-
ment representations
￿ Some way of using the results of that comparison
When specialized to information ﬁltering, the objective is to automate the process
of examiningdocumentsby computing comparisonsbetweenthe representationof
the information need (the proﬁle) and the representations of the documents. This
automatedprocessissuccessfulwhenitproducesresultslikethoseobtainedthrough
human comparison of the the documents themselves with the actual information
￿ As Karlgren, et al. have observed, it is also important to construct systems whose operation
conforms with the user’s mental model of the information ﬁltering process (Karlgren et al., 1994).
The user models we refer to in this paper, however, are models constructed by the system which
describe some aspect of the user.
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need. The fourth component, using the results of the comparison, is actually the
role of the display module in ﬁgure 1. We include it here to emphasize the close
coupling between detection and display.
In each of the text ﬁltering systems we describe in this paper, the detection
module assignsone or more valuesto eachdocument, and the display module then
uses those values to organize the display. Figure 3 illustrates the representation
and comparison process implemented by those systems. The domain of the proﬁle
acquisition function
p is
I, the collection of possible information needs and its
range is
R, the uniﬁed space of proﬁle and document representations. The domain
of the document representation function
d is
D, the collection of documents, and
its rangeis also
R. Thedomainof the comparisonfunction
c is
R
￿
R andits range
is
￿0
 1
￿
n, the set of
n-tuples of real numbers between zero and one. In an ideal
text ﬁltering system,
c
￿
p
￿info need
￿
 
d
￿doc
￿
￿
￿
j
￿info need
 doc
￿
 
￿info need
￿
I
 
￿doc
￿
D
 
where
j :
I
￿
D
￿
￿
￿0
 1
￿
n represents the user’s judgment of some relationships
between an interest and a document, measured on
n numeric scales (e.g., topical
similarity or degree of constraint satisfaction).
As we sawin section 3, the representationcanexploit information derivedfrom
the content of the document, annotations made by others, or some combination
of the two. Although syntactic and semantic analysis of documents is possible,
content-based text ﬁltering systems typically use representations based on the
frequency with which terms occur in each document.
  One reason for this choice
is that it lends itself to efﬁcient implementation. But a more compelling reason is
that because no domain-speciﬁc information is needed to form the representation,
a demonstration of acceptable performance in one application is easily translated
into similar performance in another.
Although content-based text ﬁltering systems typically start with this term-
frequency representation, they generally apply some type of transformation to that
representation before invoking the comparison function
c shown in ﬁgure 3. The
nature of the transformation depends strongly on which characteristics of that
representation the comparison function
c is designed to exploit, however. For this
reason, we describe the transformations together with their associated comparison
functions in the following paragraphs.
For an exact match text ﬁltering system the range of the comparison function
c
isrestricted tobeeither zeroor one,andit is interpretedasabinaryjudgmentabout
whetheradocumentsatisﬁestheproﬁle.Inthiscase,astepfunctionthatdetectsterm
presence is applied to the term-frequency representation when that representation
is constructed so that the resulting boolean vector can be easily compared to the
boolean expression speciﬁed by the proﬁle. Exact match text ﬁltering systems
￿ These “terms” may be parts of words (e.g., overlapping three letter subsequences known as
trigrams), single words, or combinations of words (e.g., idiomatic phrases). Common “stopwords”
that have little use in subsequent processing are typically eliminated during term selection.
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Figure 3. Text ﬁltering system model.
typically provide an unranked set of documents which will (hopefully) satisfy the
information need.This approachis well suited to autonomoussystems which must
take actions (such as storage decisions) without user interaction.
Two common approaches to ranked output generation are the vector space
method and the probabilistic method, although variations abound. In the vector
space method the range of
c is [0,1], and the value is interpreted as the degree to
which the content of two documents is similar. Both the proﬁle and the documents
are represented as vectors in a vector space, and a comparison technique based
on the assumption that documents whose representations are similar to the proﬁle
will be likely to satisfy the associatedinformation needis used.The anglebetween
two vectors has been found to be a useful measure of content similarity, so the the
squareof thecosineof that angle(easily computedas the normalizedinnerproduct
of the two vectors) is often used to rank order the documents.
cos2
￿
v1
 
v 2
￿
￿
vT
1
v2
q
vT
1
v1
q
vT
2
v2
Thevectorspacemethod’seffectivenesscanbeimprovedsubstantiallybytrans-
forming the raw term-frequency vector in ways which amplify the inﬂuence of
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words which occur often in a document but relatively rarely in the whole col-
lection (Frakes and Baeza-Yates, 1992). One common scheme, known as “term-
frequency—inversedocumentfrequency”weighting, assignsterm
i in document
k
a value computed as:
tﬁdf
i
k
￿occurrences of term
i in doc
k
￿ ln
￿
number of docs
number of docs with term
i
￿
In a text ﬁltering system, advance knowledge of the inverse document frequen-
cy portion of that equation is clearly not possible. Estimates of that information
based on sampling earlier documents can, however, produce useful inverse doc-
ument frequency values for domains in which term usage patterns are relative-
ly stable (Allan, 1996). Early vector space systems were commonly applied to
abstracts of a fairly consistent length and topic density; the widespread availabil-
ity of full text documents in electronic form has motivated the development of
techniqueswhich perform equally well on documents of any length (Hearst, 1994;
Singhal et al., 1996)
Rather than estimate similarity, the probabilistic method seeks to estimate the
probability that a document satisﬁes the information need represented by the pro-
ﬁle. The probabilistic method is thus a generalization of the exact match technique
in which we seek to rank order documents by the probability that they satisfy the
informationneedratherthanbymakingasharpdecision.Todevelopthisprobabili-
ty,termfrequencyinformation(weightedtoemphasizewithin-documentfrequency
and to deemphasize across-document frequency) is treated as an observation, and
thedistribution ofthe binaryevent“documentmatchesproﬁle”conditionedonthat
observation is computed. Bayesian inference networks have proven to be a useful
technique for computing such conditional probabilities (Turtle and Croft, 1990).
Since it is possible to construct a Bayesian inference network which computes the
cosineoftheanglebetweentwovectors,thevectorspacemethodcanbeinterpreted
as a special case of the probabilistic method (Turtle and Croft, 1992).
Becausemoresophisticatedcomparisonfunctionscanbedesignedthatproduce
multiple-valuedresults,thedisplaymodulecanexploitbothexactmatchandranked
output techniques. For example, an electronic mail system could reject documents
sentbyspeciﬁcusersandthenranktheremainingdocumentsinorderofdecreasing
contentsimilaritytoaprototypedocumentprovidedbytheuser.Aproﬁlerepresents
what Olsen, et al. have called a “point of interest” and together the proﬁle and the
comparison technique in a ranked output text ﬁltering system can be thought of as
specifying a “point of view” in the document space (Olsen et al., 1993). Multiple
rank orderings can be combined to produce richer displays that combine multiple
points of interest, a research area often referred to as “document visualization” or
“visual information retrieval interfaces.”
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4.2. TECHNIQUES FROM RECOMMENDER SYSTEMS
Although only the vector space method actually uses vector operations such as the
inner product, all three of these approaches exploit “feature vectors” in which the
featuresarebasedonthefrequencywith whichtermsappearwithindocumentsand
across the collection. The annotations provided by social ﬁltering techniques are
an additional source of features that can be exploited by a comparison function.
Because annotations can be used even when useful content-based features are
difﬁcult to construct,information retrieval systemsdesignedfor information that is
not in text form have explored matching techniques for feature vectors composed
of annotations.
One suchapplication which appearsto havereachedthe critical massnecessary
foreffectiveuseofannotationsisahomevideorecommendationservicedeveloped
by Hill, et al. at Bellcore in which users’ tastes in movies were matched using
techniquessimilartothoseimplementedinGroupLens(Hilletal.,1994).Populated
with a large and relatively stable set of movie titles, stable interests could be
matched against that database for some time before exhausting the set of movies
that might be of interest to a user. This is an interesting case in which what is
essentially “collaborative data mining” is used to explore the unlabeled corner
of the problem space depicted in ﬁgure 2. The term “recommender system” has
recently been proposed to describe applications of such techniques to retrieval and
ﬁltering problems (Resnick and Varian, 1997).
Hill’s system allowed users to provide numeric evaluations (on a scale of one
to ten) for movies they had already seen, and then matched those ratings with
evaluations of the same movies that had previously been provided by other users.
Movies were sorted by category (e.g., drama or comedy), and within a category
correlation coefﬁcients between the feature vectors were computed. A set of users
with the largest correlationswas then selectedand regressionwas performed based
on evaluations from those users to predict scores for unseen movies in each cate-
gory. In this case the proﬁle was the set of annotations provided by the user, the
“document” features were the annotations provided by others, and the comparison
function was the two-step process of feature selection followed by regression.
In addition to showing how annotationscan be viewedas features,this example
illustrates an important limitation of the information retrieval techniques we have
described. In information ﬁltering applications, proﬁles based on multiple docu-
ments (such as the multi-movie evaluation within a categoryused in Hill’s system)
arecommon.Butinformationretrievalresearchhasexploredonlyrelativelysimple
waysof combiningthis information to form proﬁles.Relevancefeedback,aninfor-
mation retrieval technique in which feature vectors are formed from the content of
multiple documents, has shown good results. But the “one query at a time” model
which underlies much information retrieval research precludes consideration of
techniques such as the regression techniques used effectively by Hill, et al.
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4.3. SOURCES OF INFORMATION ABOUT THE USER
Rich deﬁned a distinction between “explicit” user models which are “constructed
explicitly by the user” and “implicit” user models which are “abstracted by the
system on the basis of the user’s behavior” (Rich, 1979). Both implicit and explicit
user models are found in text ﬁltering systems. SIFT, for example, used an explicit
user model, while the machine learning techniques we describe in section 4.4 can
be used to create what Rich called implicit user models. Sections 4.1 and 4.2 have
described how information about those documents can be acquired, either directly
from their contents or from annotations made by others. In order to construct an
implicit user model the system must also have some way of observing the user’s
behavior.
Insection3wepresentedseveralexamplesofhowrepresentationsofpreviously
seen documents can be combined with evidence of the user’s interest in those
documentstopredictinterestinfuturedocuments.WiththeexceptionofInfoScope,
everysystemwe havedescribedrequires the user to explicitly evaluatedocuments,
atechniquewerefertoas“explicitfeedback.”
 Explicitfeedbackhastheadvantage
of simplicity, both for system design and system implementation. Furthermore, in
experimentalsystemsexplicitfeedbackhastheaddedadvantageofminimizingone
potential source of experimental error, inference of the user’s true reaction. But
in practical applications, explicit feedback has two serious drawbacks. The ﬁrst is
that a requirement to provide explicit feedback increases the cognitive load on the
user. This added effort works againstone of the principal beneﬁtsof a text ﬁltering
system, the reduced cognitive load that results from an information space more
closely aligned with the user’s perspective. This problem is compounded by the
observation that single-valued numeric scales may not be well suited to describing
the reactions humans have to documents. For example, is a terse document which
addresses every aspect of the information need but contains little explanatory text
better or worse than a verbose document which is easily understood but which
provides only part of the required information? These two deﬁciencies of explicit
feedback motivate the study of implicit feedback mechanisms.
InStevens’InfoScopesystem,threesourcesofimplicitevidenceabouttheuser’s
interest in each message were observed:whether the messagewas read or ignored,
whether it was saved or deleted, and whether it was replied to or not. Because the
user’s decision to read or ignore the message was necessarily based on a summary
of the same message header information that InfoScope used to construct feature
vectors, it would be reasonable to assume that the “read or ignore” decision would
be nearly as useful as explicit feedback. InfoScope did, however, allow explicit
feedback as well.
￿ There issome potentialfor confusion here because we aredescribing theuse of explicitfeedback
to construct what Rich has called an implicit user model. In order to minimize confusion, we avoid
using the terms “implicit” and “explicit” in isolation.
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Morita and Shinoda also investigated implicit feedback for ﬁltering Internet
Newsarticles, using both saveand reply evidencebut substituting readingduration
forInfoScope’s“readorignore”evidence(MoritaandShinoda,1994).Inasixweek
study of eight users, they found a strong positive correlation between reading time
and explicit feedback provided by those users on a four-level scale. Furthermore,
they discovered that interpreting as “interesting” articles which the reader spent
more than 20 seconds reading actually produced better recall and precision in
a text ﬁltering experiment than using documents explicitly rated by the user as
interesting. This surprising result reinforces our observation that users sometimes
have difﬁculty expressing their interest explicitly on a single numeric scale.
Sincetheexperimentalsubjectswereaskedtoreadarticleswithoutinterruption,
itisnotclearwhethersuchusefulrelationshipscanbefoundinenvironmentswhere
reading behavior is more episodic. But Morita and Shinoda’s results, coupled with
the anecdotal evidence reported by Stevens, suggest that implicit feedback may be
a practicalsourceof features to which machinelearning algorithms canbe applied.
Both implicit and explicit feedback produce features that can be associated with
individual documents that describe the user’s reaction to those documents.
4.4. TECHNIQUES FROM MACHINE LEARNING
Machine learning, the study of algorithms that improve their performance with
experience, offers a rich source of techniques that are designed to exploit multiple
training instances to improve detection effectiveness (Langley, 1996). By simply
adjoining the features that represent a document (e.g., term frequency values)
with the features that represent the user’s reaction to that document (e.g., explicit
feedback), the system can form a complete feature vector for each previously seen
document. For new documents, only the ﬁrst features (the ones that represent the
document) will be known, and it would clearly be useful to be able to estimate the
missing information (the user’s anticipated reaction to the document). In the ﬁeld
known as “machine learning” this is known as the “supervised learning” problem.
In the canonical supervised learning problem, the machine is presented with a
sequence of feature vectors (training instances), and then it is required to predict
one or more missing elements in another set of feature vectors.
  Predicting these
missing values is an induction process, so induction forms the basis for machine
learning. No induction technique can be justiﬁed without reference to domain
knowledge, however, because it is possible to explain any set of observations after
the fact. Langley identiﬁes three ways in which the necessary“induction bias” can
be introduced in a machine learning system: in the representation, in the search
technique, and as explicit domain knowledge (Langley, 1996). The vector space
method, in which proﬁles are represented as a single vector and documents are
ranked based on the angular similarity of their representation with that vector,
￿ What we describe here is actually a restricted case of the supervised learning problem that is
specialized to vector representations.
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combines both representation bias and search bias. InfoScope’s learning heuristics
(e.g., suggest ﬁlters for newsgroups that are read in at least 2 of the most recent 6
sessions) is an example of domain knowledge bias.
Supervised learning is particularly well suited to exact match ﬁltering systems
which use explicit binary feedback, because in that case the training data contains
exactly the same information (whether or not to identify a document as potentially
relevant)that mustbeestimatedfor newlyarriveddocuments.Thisis aspecialcase
of the “classiﬁcation” problem, in which we wish to sort newly arrived documents
intotwoormorecategories(inthiscase,retainedandrejected).Supervisedlearning
can also be applied in ranked output ﬁltering systems that use explicit feedback,
assigning as a status value for each document the system’s estimate of the score
that the user would assign. When implicit feedback is used, the ranking can be
based on the predicted value of some observed parameter (e.g., reading duration).
Alternatively, a preprocessing step that combines several observed parameters to
produce an estimate of utility can be manually constructed and then the resulting
estimates can be used to augment the training data.
Six classic machine learning approaches have been applied to text ﬁltering:
rule induction, instance based learning, statistical classiﬁcation, regression, neural
networks, and genetic algorithms. Stevens’ work on InfoScope is an example of
ruleinduction.InfoScope’sﬁltersuggestionswereimplementedasadecisionlistof
parameters(newsgroup,ﬁeldandword)which,if presentin anarticle, wouldresult
in either detection or rejection of that article. Theserules (e.g., detect if newsgroup
is rec.sewingand“bobbin”appearsin thesubjectﬁeld) are learnedusingheuristics
which can be modiﬁed by the user.
Foltz applied an instance based learning technique to detection of Internet
News articles (Foltz, 1990). Representations of about 100 articles from a training
collection which the user designated as interesting were retained, and then new
articles were ranked by the cosine between their representation and the nearest
retained representation. In other words, articles were ranked most highly if they
were the most similar (using the cosine measure) to some positive example. In
a small (four user) study, Foltz found that this technique produced an average
precision 43% above that achieved by random selection, and that a further 11%
improvementcouldbeachievedusingadimensionalityreductiontechniqueknown
as Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI).
This dimensionality reduction is an example of “feature selection.” Feature
selection can be an important issue when applying machine learning techniques to
vector representations. Langley has observed that “many algorithms scale poorly
to domains with large numbers of irrelevant features,”(Langley, 1996) and it is not
uncommon to have thousands of terms in the vocabulary of a text ﬁltering system.
Sch¨ utze, et al. at Xerox PARC applied two rank reduction techniques, one using
the best 200 terms found with a
 2 measure of dependence between terms and
relevantdocuments,andthe other usinga variationof the LSI dimension-reduction
techniqueappliedbyFoltz(Sch¨ utzeetal.,1995).Foreachofthesefeatureselection
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techniques they evaluated four machine learning techniques, linear discriminant
analysis (a statistical decision theory technique), logistic regression, a two-layer
(linear) neural network, and three-layer (nonlinear) neural network, using training
and evaluation collections from TREC.
Sch¨ utze, et al. found that using only the LSI feature vectors provided the best
ﬁltering effectiveness when applied with linear discriminant analysis and with
logisticregression,andthattheirimplementationoflineardiscriminantanalysiswas
thebetterofthosetwotechniques.Theyalsofoundthatboththelinearandnonlinear
networks were able to equal the effectiveness of linear discriminant analysis on
the LSI feature vectors,but that both types of networks performed slightly (but not
statistically signiﬁcantly) better when presented with both sets of selected features
simultaneously. Finally, they found that a nonlinear neural network resulted in no
improvement over their simpler linear network. Jennings, et al. provide another
perspective on the application of neural networks to text ﬁltering, demonstrating
howanexactmatchdetectiontechniquecanbeincorporated(JenningsandHiguchi,
1993).
Exploring another machine learning technique, Sheth implemented a genetic
algorithm to ﬁlter Internet News in a system called “Newt” (Sheth, 1994). A
geneticalgorithmusesalgorithmicanaloguestothegeneticcrossoverandmutation
operations to generate candidate proﬁles that inherit useful features from their
ancestors, and uses competition to identify and retain the best ones. Candidate
proﬁles in Newt were vectors of term weights. Relevance Feedback based on
explicit binary evaluations of articles was used to improve candidate proﬁles,
moving them closer in the vector space to the representation of desirable articles
and further from the representation of undesirable ones. In machine learning this
approach is referred to as “hill climbing.” The crossover operator was periodically
applied to combine segments of two candidate proﬁles which were among those
that had produced the highest ranks (using a cosine similarity measure) for articles
that the user later identiﬁed as desirable. A mutation operator was sometimes
applied to the newsgroup name to explore whether existing candidate proﬁles
wouldperformwellonnewsgroupswithsimilarnames.Allofthecandidateproﬁles
contributedtotherankingofthedocumentsshowntotheuser,althoughthosewhich
consistently performed well contributed more strongly to the ranking. Hence, the
proﬁle itself was determined by the populationof candidateproﬁles,rather than by
any individual candidate.
Sheth evaluated Newt using a technique referred to in machine learning as a
“synthetic user.” By generating (rather than assessing) user preferences, the syn-
thetic user technique allows speciﬁc aspects of a machine learning algorithm’s
performance (e.g., learning rate) to be assessed. Sheth created synthetic users
whose interests were deemed to be satisﬁed whenever at least one word from a list
associated with that simulated user appeared in an article. Using this technique he
foundthatalthoughindividualcandidateproﬁleswereabletolearntosatisfyasim-
ulated user quickly, when the simulated user’s interest shifted abruptly (simulated
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by changing the list of words associated with the simulated user) individual can-
didate proﬁles were slower to adapt. When evaluating complete proﬁles made up
of populations of individual candidates, Sheth demonstrated the ability to control
the adaptation rate by adjusting parameters of the genetic algorithm. Because the
technique is both economical and reproducible, evaluation using simulated users
can be useful when answers to speciﬁc questions about learning performance are
sought.
4.5. RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER FIELDS
Thiscompletesourdescriptionofthreesigniﬁcantsourcesoftechnologyfortextﬁl-
tering systems:information retrieval,datamining andusermodeling.Humanspur-
sue the information ﬁltering process in a social context, though, and the machines
that theyusemust operatein somephysicalcontext.In this sectionwe brieﬂy iden-
tify the issues raised by the interaction between the information ﬁltering process
and these larger contexts.
4.5.1. Networked Computing Infrastructure
The physicalcontext for the information ﬁltering processis the existing networked
computinginfrastructure.Therelevantportionofthisinfrastructuremayconsistof,
for example, isolated workstations monitoring a common newsfeed, a workgroup
computing environment supported by an local area network, or the entire Internet.
With afewnotableexceptions(SIFT andTapestry),wehaveplacedmoreemphasis
on effectiveness than efﬁciency when describing design features and performance
evaluations. This should not be surprising since most experimental work on text
ﬁltering has sought to demonstrate effectiveness, and a small user population suf-
ﬁcesforthatpurpose.EventheTRECevaluation,whichrequiresﬁlteringhundreds
of thousands of pages of text, speciﬁes only 50 topics each year. But once ade-
quate effectiveness has been demonstrated for small user populations, the task of
engineeringefﬁcientimplementationsfor widespreaduseof suchsystemsremains.
One alternative is to simply replicate the ﬁltering system and then provide all
of the content to each ﬁltering system. Tapestry implemented a more sophisticated
approach, demonstrating that an appropriate division of effort between server-
side and client-side computing can improve overall efﬁciency. In general, the
goal of distributed computation is to optimize the tradeoff between distributing
the workload and minimizing communication requirements. Yan studied this issue
rigorouslyinconjunctionhiswithworkonSIFT,developingoptimalassignmentsof
computationaltasksamongagroupofcooperatingservers(YanandGarcia-Molina,
1994). The GroupLens project has chosen an alternative approach that exploits an
existinginfrastructurefordocumentdistribution.Byaugmentingthisinfrastructure
with distributed rating servers, GroupLens seeks to achieve acceptable efﬁciency
in a manner compatible with the existing physical and social structure for Internet
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News. One of the key issues to be addressed as the number of users scales up is
which constraints of the existing infrastructure to accept and which will be worth
the additional implementation effort to change.
4.5.2. Computer Supported Cooperative Work
The same type of tension between constrained and unconstrained system design
occursatmanylevels.Adoptinganevenbroaderperspective,itisapparentthatusers
operatewithin asocialsystem,andthatsocialsystemimposessocialconstraintson
what is possible. Organizational aspectsof networked communications are studied
the ﬁeld of Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW), so text ﬁltering is an
issue for which the CSCW perspective can be informative.
Consider,forexample,Denning’ssuggestionthatuserssetupseparatemailbox-
es for speciﬁc purposes and that senders direct electronic mail to the appropriate
mailbox. In order to be effective, this approach would require that the sender
address messages correctly, that receivers organize their mailboxes in a useful
manner, and that all of the software systems between the sender and the receiv-
er support this addressing scheme. Standards that are developed by consensus or
through competitive market mechanisms often address such issues, and there are
numerousexamplesofthepracticalityofsuchschemes(e.g.,LotusNotesandInter-
net News). Because many of the constraints on such efforts are social rather than
technical, the breadth offered by the CSCW perspective will likely prove essential
to the success of such endeavors.
Once such social conventions are created to add the necessary structure to
the documents, the text ﬁltering techniques we have described provide a way
to exploit that information. For example, the current interest in assigning “rat-
ings” to World Wide Web pages to facilitate parental control of the information
available to their children presumes the availability of technology to exploit that
information (Resnick and Miller, 1996). The design of a system for creating, dis-
tributing, and using these ratings can productively be studied from the perspective
ofCSCWbecauseacommontaskmustmotivatemultipleparticipants.Butbecause
theresultingratingsaresimplyanothertypeofannotation,anunderstandingofhow
annotations are used in text ﬁltering systems would provide system designers with
useful insight into how such annotations could be integrated with other sources of
information about user preferences and the contents of a document to construct a
comprehensive system that effectively addresses user needs.
4.5.3. Market Formation
For applications in which the participants lack the shared objective that is central
to the CSCW perspective, economic theory can provide a useful alternative. In
a market economy, “price” (the value discovered by a market) serves as a basis
for allocating scarce resources. In the emerging information-based economy, both
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information itself and the tools which manage that information have economic
value. This can result in the development of a market for not merely information
and tools, but also for metainformation such as the annotations on which social
ﬁltering can be based (Avery and Zeckhauser, 1997). Common standards for the
exchange of price information and monetary instruments are needed because all
participantsinamarketbeneﬁtfromsuchsocialstructures,andaCSCWperspective
cancertainly be helpful when developingsuchstandards.But whenparticipants do
not share common goals with respect to the use they will make of the information
they seek, market dynamics provide a useful way of allocating scarce information
resources such as intellectual property and expert annotations.
The vast majority of reported experimental work on text ﬁltering has exploited
freely available information such as Internet News and messagessent to electronic
mailing lists, so little reference to the cost of intellectual property can be found
in that literature. On the other hand, users of commercial text ﬁltering systems
havedevelopedproﬁleconstructiontechniqueswhichrecognizedifferingpricesfor
differentaspectsofaccesstointellectualproperty(e.g.,selectivepurchaseoflimited
redistribution rights) (Denton, 1995). Commercial text ﬁltering systems typically
requireexplicit proﬁles,however,andwe are not awareof anyexperimentalresults
for implicit user models for text ﬁltering which exploit price information. Like
the ratings described above, prices are a type of annotation, and hence they could
in principle exploited by a social ﬁltering system. The difference between prices
and other annotations on which social ﬁltering can be based is that there may be a
ﬁrmer a priori basis for using prices than for using other types of annotations, and
that fact may prove useful when designing user models for text ﬁltering.
Inadditiontothesetechnicalconsiderations,marketformationalsoraisesbroad
social issues. The creation of markets for information, for annotations, and even
for the ﬁltering systems themselves serves to restrict information access to users
for whom the value of the information justiﬁes the cost of obtaining it (Wresch,
1996). Such unrestrained market operation is rarely allowed to persist, however,
once undesirable consequences emerge. Governments and other social structures
are often charged with regulation of economic activity in order to limit the effect
of inequities that can result from unconstrained market economics. The establish-
ment of public libraries, the imposition of disclosure requirements for securities
transactions, and the regulations which subsidize universal accessto the telephone
network with revenue generated from other sources provide instructive examples
of how market forces can be adjusted to accomplish social goals. If information
truly has value then such issues of equity will undoubtedly arise in information
ﬁltering as well.
4.5.4. Privacy
Privacy can become an issue whenever a system collects information about its
user, so important social issues arise on an individual scale as well. In commercial
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applications,forexample,itmaybedesirabletorestrictaccesstoproﬁleinformation
in order to protect a competitive advantage. And users with personal applications
may demand that their proﬁle remain private simply on moral grounds.
For content-based ﬁltering systems, the privacy issue has two aspects: pre-
venting unauthorized access to the proﬁle and preventing reconstruction of useful
information about the proﬁle. The ﬁrst issue is a straightforward security prob-
lem for which a variety of techniques such as password protection and encryption
may be appropriate depending on the nature of the anticipated threat. But prevent-
ing reconstruction of useful information about the proﬁle is a much more subtle
problem. In Tapestry, for example, it would be possible to infer a good deal of
information about the proﬁle that was registered at the server by simply noting
which documentswere forwarded to the user’s computer. An unauthorizedobserv-
erwhocoulddetectwhichdocumentswere beingforwardedto speciﬁcuserscould
conceivablybuild asecondtext ﬁltering system(e.g., asocial ﬁlter with animplicit
user model) and then train it using the observed document forwarding decisions.
Preventing such an attack would require that unauthorized observers be denied
access to information about the sources and destinations of individual messages.
In the computer security ﬁeld, this is known as the “trafﬁc analysis problem,” and
cryptographic techniques which address it have been devised (c.f., (Chaum, 1981;
Cooper and Birman, 1995)).
In the case of social ﬁltering, the situation is further complicated by the imper-
ative to share document annotations. A simple approach (which is used by Grou-
pLens) is to allow each user to adopt a pseudonym. While use of pseudonyms
makes it more difﬁcult to associate annotations with users, trafﬁc analysis can still
be used to determine which users would read a document. Unfortunately, informa-
tionaboutwhoisreadingspeciﬁcdocumentsisexactlywhatotherauthorizedusers
must know in order to perform social ﬁltering. Furthermore, Hill has observedthat
users may want to know the identity (not merely the pseudonym) of the people
who made each annotation because humans have a remarkable ability to construct
sophisticated heuristics that rely on personal knowledge of the characteristics of
speciﬁcindividuals(Hill etal.,1994).Whileencryptedtransmissionofannotations
to other authorized users is a possibility in such cases, signiﬁcantly limiting the
user group in that way may prevent a social ﬁltering system from reaching the
necessarycritical mass.Thistensionbetweena desirefor privacyandthebeneﬁtof
free exchangeof information may ultimately limit the applications to which social
ﬁltering can be applied.
The level of protection which must be afforded to privacy varies widely across
applications. Many details of our private lives (e.g., birth, marriage and death)
are a matter of public record. On the other hand, in the United States federal law
prohibits the disclosure of video rental records without a court order and 46 states
extend similar protection to the borrowing history of library patrons (Bieleﬁeld
and Cheeseman, 1994). One can even envision applications in which a user might
prefer not to know information represented in their own proﬁle. Where these lines
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should be drawn is a matter of judgment that must ultimately be resolved by those
who control the information resources that are being used and by those who are
making use of those resources.
5. Observations on the State of the Art
With this background we can now identify some issues that will be important
for further progress in the development of text ﬁltering systems. In this section
we discuss in some detail the relationship between the content-based and social
ﬁltering approaches to text ﬁltering, and then conclude by identifying a set of
important issues for further research.
Rather than simply removing unwantedinformation, information ﬁltering actu-
ally gives consumers the ability to reorganize the information space (Stevens,
1992b). For economic reasons, information spaces have traditionally been orga-
nized by producers such as book publishers and additional organization has been
added by intermediaries such as libraries. Because such intermediaries typically
must serve many customers with limited resources, economic factors usually limit
them to providing a small number of perspectives on the information space. Infor-
mation ﬁltering is essentially a personal intermediation service. By automating the
processit becomeseconomicallyfeasibleto personalizetheresulting organization,
but the risk of using only content for this purpose is that the value added by human
intermediaries may be lost. Human intermediaries organize the information space
usingselectionandannotation,preciselytheinformationthatisexchangedinsocial
ﬁltering systems.
But social ﬁltering is unlikely to provide a complete solution to users’ infor-
mation ﬁltering needs. Annotations require effort and have value, so the cost of
obtaining those annotations will eventually come into balance with their value.
Since content-based ﬁltering offers a competitive approach to document detec-
tion, the effectiveness and efﬁciency of content-based selection techniques have
the potential to signiﬁcantly inﬂuence the price of the annotations on which social
ﬁltering is based.
Becausehumansand machines basetheir evaluationson different features, sys-
tems which incorporate both social and content-based ﬁltering have the potential
to achieve greater effectiveness than those which use either technique in isolation.
Content-basedandsocial ﬁltering will almost certainlyproveto becomplementary
in other ways as well. A “perfect” content-based technique would never ﬁnd any-
thing novel, limiting the range of applications for which it would be useful. Social
ﬁlteringtechniques,ontheotherhand,shouldexcelatidentifyingnovelty(because
they are guided by humans), but only when the humans who guide them are not
overloaded with information. Content-based ﬁltering systems can, in turn, help to
reduce the volume of information to manageable levels. Thus, both content-based
and social ﬁltering can contribute to the other’s effectiveness, potentially allowing
anintegratedsystemtoachievebothreliabilityandserendipity.Untilcontent-based
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approachesareintegratedwithcollaborativeapproaches,someinformationﬁltering
applicationsmay fail to achievetheir full potential.In this light, we are encouraged
bytheworkofSch¨ utze,et al. whichsuggeststhatmachinelearningtechniquesthat
effectivelyexploitmultiplesourcesofevidencecanbefound(Sch¨ utzeetal.,1995).
One reason that large-scale systems which integrate content-based and social
ﬁltering techniques have not yet emerged is that social ﬁltering itself has yet to
realize its potential. Construction of insightful social ﬁltering experiments is chal-
lenging both because it is difﬁcult to assemble sufﬁciently large user populations
and because suitable measures of effectiveness are not widely yet agreed upon.
Recall, precision and fallout, which are of some use in evaluating content-based
ﬁltering systems, rely on normative judgments of topical relevance that suppress
exactly the kind of individual variations that social ﬁltering techniques seek to
exploit.Theconceptof “utility”capturesthisdependenceonindividualuserneeds,
requiringthatinadditiontotopicalrelevancethattheusernotalreadyhaveobtained
the information from another source, be able to understand the information con-
tained in the document, and be able to apply the information to the problem at
hand (Soergel, 1994). But because utility is a relation between a document and a
user rather than between a document and a topic, a priori evaluations of utility
are not possible. Furthermore, the dependence on prior information can cause the
utility of a speciﬁc document to depend upon the order in which documents are
presented to the user.
The explicit feedback on which present social ﬁltering experiment designs
dependrepresents an attempt to capture some measure of utility. Implicit feedback
is an alternative source for such information that has two possible advantages.
By reducing the cognitive load on the user, lesser inducements may sufﬁce to
assemble a sufﬁcient number of participants. And by using more than one type of
implicit feedback measure, it may be possible to construct a richer representation
of document utility than with the single numeric values that are presently solicited
by systems that depend on explicit feedback. Some potentially useful sources of
implicit feedback are already known. Hill, et al. have reported that readers ﬁnd
it useful to know which portions of a document receive the most attention from
other readers. In an analogy to the tendency of well-used paper documents to
acquire characteristics which convey similar information, they call this concept
“readwear”(Hilletal.,1992).CoarsermeasurementssuchasMoritaandShinoda’s
reading time metric, or the save and reply decisions explored by Stevens, may
also prove to be useful measures of utility (Morita and Shinoda, 1994; Stevens,
1992b). Given the potential value of implicit feedback for both experimental and
operational social ﬁltering systems, further work on this topic should be accorded
a high priority.
Another approach to evaluation of social ﬁltering techniques is to exploit sim-
ulated users in a manner similar to that used by Sheth. Just as recall, precision and
falloutcharacterizeimportantaspectsofcontent-basedﬁlteringperformance,learn-
ingrateandvariabilityinlearningbehavioracrosslargeheterogeneouspopulations
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canbeusedtocharacterizeimportantaspectsofsocialﬁlteringperformance.Large
collections of simulated users are relatively easy to construct, but the interaction
between measures of effectiveness and simulated user design must be explored
once suitable sources of evidence about document utility are identiﬁed.
When appropriate evaluation techniques for social ﬁltering are available it
should become practical to design experiments which investigate the interaction
betweensocialandcontent-basedﬁltering. Thiswill raise important usermodeling
issues(howbesttocombinecontentandannotationswhenbuildingtheusermodel),
new interface design issues (to what extent can users beneﬁt from explicit control
over the way content and annotations are combined and how best to provide that
control) and still more challengingevaluationissues(can useful measuresof effec-
tiveness that provide insight into the interaction be designed?). It is not too early
to begin collecting anecdotal evidence of the value of combining content-based
and social ﬁltering, but experience with content-based ranked retrieval techniques
suggests that widespread deployment of information management systems that
incorporate signiﬁcant new paradigms depends at least in part on the development
of widely understood and accepted techniques for performance evaluation.
Another issue that is becoming increasingly important is the ability to ﬁlter
documents in more than one language. It is now quite practical to obtain access to
multilingual document streams in many applications, and the availability of such
sources will likely continue to increase. While it would be possible to construct
separate text ﬁltering systems for each language, users will likely prefer systems
that can exploit the same proﬁle to detect documents in any language. The Para-
cel Fast Data Finder uses such an approach with an explicit user model (Mettler,
1993). Systems which incorporate an implicit user model can particularly beneﬁt
from multilingual text ﬁltering because such systems could then learn from the
user’s reaction to documents in one language to select documents in any language,
reducingthetimeandcomplexityofthetrainingprocess.Wehaverecentlyobtained
promising results with three techniques in an experimental evaluation of multilin-
gualtext ﬁlteringusingimplicit usermodels(Oard,1997).Futurework tointegrate
these techniques with social ﬁltering would be particularly interesting because the
annotations on which social ﬁltering is based do not depend on the languages in
which the documents are written.
6. Conclusions
Early information ﬁltering systems (then known as SDI) were developed to help
managethe processof disseminatingscientiﬁcinformation. Whenthe printed page
was the dominant paradigm for text transmission, high production costs led to
the development of extensive social structures (e.g., the peer review process) for
selecting information worthy of publication. As long as this situation persisted,
the disseminationprocessmanagedadmirably, and SDI improved its performance.
With the introduction of personal computing and ubiquitous networking, each
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participant is now able to be both a consumer and a producer of information.
This drastic reduction in publishing costs has greatly increased the importance of
ﬁltering the resulting ﬂood of information, but the resulting variability in quality
hasalso madethat ﬁltering task more difﬁcult. Automatic techniquesare neededto
makethis wealth of information accessible,sinceinformation that cannotbe found
is no better than information which does not exist.
The design of text ﬁltering systems beneﬁts from research in information
retrieval, recommender systems, machine learning and a number of other ﬁelds.
Textﬁlteringis,however,auniqueinformationseekingprocessthatisdistinguished
by a focus on satisfying relatively stable interests in documents containing text.
This paper has reviewed progress in the ﬁeld with particular emphasis on con-
struction of the user model. Other useful perspectives are offered by Jiang (1993),
Mock (1996), Stevens (1992b), and Wyle (1995).
Text ﬁltering systems must develop representations of both documents and
user interests, they must be endowed with some way of comparing documents
with interests, and they must possess some way of using the results of those
comparisonsto assist the user with document detection. Text retrieval research has
produced a number of content-based representations that use the frequency with
which terms appear in documents, and the evolving ﬁeld of recommender systems
is producing a complementary set of features based on shared annotations from
other users. We have argued that a synergistic combination of the two approaches
offers the potential for better performance than either approach can produce in
isolation.Whencombinedwithimplicitorexplicitfeedbackfromtheuseraboutthe
documentstheyhaveexamined,textrepresentationsprovideabasisforconstruction
ofproﬁleswhichrepresentuserinterests.Existingworkonimplicitfeedbackshows
promise, and by capitalizing on that promise it may be possible to signiﬁcantly
improve the performance of the collaborative component of an integrated text
ﬁltering system. With such a rich basis for further development, we are conﬁdent
that future text ﬁltering systemswill exploreinteresting issuesand ﬁnd application
in areas that are critical to the effective use of the emerging global information
infrastructure.
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A note on the references
Where Uniform Resource Locators (URL) are included in the citation, they were
believedtobecorrectatthetimeofpublicationbutmayhavechangedsince.Current
links to these and other information ﬁltering resources can be found on the World
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Wide Web at http://www.clis.umd.edu/dlrg/ﬁlter/. The author would appreciate
being notiﬁed of additional online resources or changed URL’s by electronic mail.
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